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ABSTRACT. It i s pointed oat Chat there i s an ambiguity in quantisation
of any system «nose configuration space has a non-trivial topology
characterised by a Chern number. In field theories this aabiguity
aanifests i t s e l f through the existence of 8-sectors. The point of view
adopted gives a siaple interpretation of the difference between the
teaporal and Coulomb gauge descriptions of instantons. The general
ideas are exemplified in the 0(3) non-linear o-model in two dimensions.

RESUMO. Indica-se que existe uma ambigüidade na quantisação de qualquer sistema cujo espaço de configuração tenha uma topologia não t r i vial caracterisada por um número de Chern. Ea teorias de campo esta
ambigüidade sa manifesta na existência de setores 6. 0 ponto de v i s ta adotado dá uma interpretação simples da diferença entre a descri ção do instanton nos gauges temporal e de Coulomb. As idéias gerais
são exemplificada* no modelo a não linear 0(3) a duas dimensões.

*0n leave of absence from the "Institut fSr Theoretische Physik" of the
University of Heidelberg, Germany. Work supported in part by the
Brasilisn Research Council and the Kernforschungsanlsge Jfllich,
Germany.
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There has been a considerable interest in the past
few years in the non-trivial vacuum structure of non-abelian
gauge theories as signalized by the BPST instanton [1].
Historically this vacuum structure was first exposed in the
temporal gauge where there is enough gauge degree of freedom
to allow one to interprete the instantons as a link between
topologically inequivalent classical vacua (n-vacua) [2],
Such a quasi-classical picture of vacuum tunneling, although
heuristically very apealing, is clearly gauge dependent as
it is evident from working in the Coulomb gauge with strong
boundary conditions where the classical vacuum is unique
[3,4,53.

On the other h&nã the e-vacua, which in the

temporal gauge are just coherent superpositions of the
n-vacua [2] obviously are not just gauge artifacts. The
purpose of this note is to characterize in a more intrinsic
fashion the e-vacua as result!ig from an ambiguity in quantization of classical systems whose configuration space have
a non trivial topology.

From this point of view it becomes

evident that the non-linear 0(3) a-model in two dimensions
also has a non-trivial vacujra structure resulting from the
existence of configurations with non-vanishing Chern number.
The above mentioned quantization ambiguity can be
exemplified in a simple quantum mechanical system, where the
momentum can be realized in the coordinate representation as

p

with

= -i

+ A (q)

(1)

3
3..V - o -A. = O

If the configuration space of the q.'s is path-simply connected, then by means of a gauge transformation

•Mq} - e " i ? < q )

V (q)

= *'(q)

with<p and A. related by A. « 3.«p, one cones back to the
usual representation of the momentum.

On the other hand,

if the space is not simply connected then the description
in which the momentum is given by -i3/3q. may correspond to
wave functions which are no longer single valued.

For

example in the case of one degree of freedom with q an
angular variable, if one choses A = •=—, where e is a constant,
one has that *'(q) satisfies a quasi-periodic boundary
condition

*'(q + 2n)

= ê " 1 9 **(q)

(2)

Equation (2) exhibits the basic mechanism giving rise to a
non-trivial vacuum structure in field theories [6]. If we
"unwind" the angular variable q by extending its range of
definition to the whole real line, it is possible already
in this example to introduce metastable n-vacua whose
coherent superposition will form the true ground state of
the theory.

Such a procedure corresponds to an enlargement

of configuration space, allowing for a quasi-classical
understanding of the vacuum structure, paralleling the
temporal gauge description in gauge theories.
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In field theories whose configuration space
{<Mx)) have a non-trivial topology characterized by a Chern
number
dx Q(x)

(3)

there exists in fact such an angular variable given by
r*(?)
q[«3 * 2w

dx Q(x)

(4)

•«0
where the integration is to be carried out along a path
connecting the two field configurations • = 0 and • = • ( x ) ,
the

time

variable

paraaetrizing the path.

The angular

nature of q [ 0 is a consequence of the fact that, on account
of eq. (3), the contribution to eq. (4) of any closed path
in configuration space is a multiple of 2*. Hence the angular variable defined by eq. (4) parametrizes topologically
inequivalent paths in configuration space, and plays the
same role as the variable q of our one dimensional example.
The corresponding quantization ambiguity in the field
theory case manifests itself through the choice for the
configuration space representation of the momentum canonical'
ly conjugate to +,
i
Jl(X> • -i

9 5q[f]
•

«•(x)

.

(5)

2* H ( X )

This representation is "gauge" equivalent to the conventional
one with multivalued wave functionals satisfying a quasi-

5
periodic boundary condition.
characterizes the 9-worlds.

This boundary condition
Expression (5) for the momentum

can be derived from a Lagrangean of the form
8 d
LU,J] = L 0 U,$] +

qU]

(6)

2r dt
where the momentum associated -rith L 0 is represented by
-16/64(x).

The action which corresponds to L is given by

I
S = S 0 + 8idx Q(x)

(7)

j

which in a Feynman path integral formulation gives rise to
the correct d-sectors.

9 can be viewed as a measure of

the flux through the "hole" in configuration space.
From its definition (4) it is clear that q U l
depends on the path history

and its range of definition

will be the entire real line.

In general however the same

point in configuration space will correspond to different
values of q[#]# and it proves convenient to enlarge configuration space in such a way

that different physically

equivalent values of the q-variable can be associated with
different field configurations.

This procedure, which

corresponds to "unwinding" the configuration space in

the

field variables will then allow instantons to be interpreted
as links between topologically inequivalent classical vacua.
In gauge theories this enlargement of configuration space
is automatically achieved by working in the temporal gauge,
where q[A] can be written in the form
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q[AJ = 2-ítíx Ie(A)

Here I

(8)

is related to the Chern density by

0 = 3UI

(9)

The path history of the angular variable is now contained
in the winding class of the potential A .

In contradistinc-

tion to the temporal gauge, one finds that in the Coulomb
gauge with strong boundary conditions, the variable defined
by eq. (8) plays the role of ar angular variable whose range
is restricted to a 2ir-interval.

In this case a non-trivial

path will necessarily involve discontinuities, a mechanism
which was exhibited in ref. [4"".
Prom our general discussion on the origin of the
e-sectors, it is immediately clear that also in the case of
the non-linear 0(3) c-model in two dimensions one expects a
non-trivial vacuum structure.
In the following discussion we wish to use this
model to exemplify the general ideas presented above.

The

Lagranqean density is given by

i 3 **3vo*
2

(10)

v

where a(x) is a three component unit vector.

The topological

charge that classifies the field configurations is given by
eq. (3) with £?)
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Qtx) = —

•

!

J

3 c <. •-!

(11)

Parametrizing the vector c in terms of a polar angle a and
azymuthal angle i,

eq. (II) takes the form

Qix) = •}*• (x)

(12)

where
I

1
= — -z

cos: a 5 3

(13)

It follows that since all points at <*> are identified in
this model, any non-vanishing charge Q must have its origin
in singularities of I

within the integration domain. Hence

the well known instantons of this model [7] cannot immediately
be interpreted as describing tunneling between topologicaliy
inequivalent classical vacua if we use the above parametrization.

This is already clearly seen by considering the

simplest case of a one-instanton configuration centered at
x = 0 for whicn a and 8 are given by

a(x) = 2 arc cot

|x - Pi

(14)

|x + p!
2c

p X

8(x) = arc tan — H V f v>
x2 - P 2

(15;

where x and o are two component vectors, and the norm of P
gives the size of the instanton.

The singularities of I

[eq. (13)1 arise from ? S and are located at the two points

8

x = + j . Bv introducing a cut between these two sinqulau
- *
rities, ~(x} may be made to be single valued.
a = -/2

and ? = 0 at infinity

In this case

Across the cut, i.e.

precisely in the "strong" field region where the instanton is
concentrated, &(x) is now discontinuous and jumps by 2^.
This provides one with an explicit example of the
discontinuity mechanism discussed in ref. [4] in connection
with the Coulomb gauge description of the BPST instanton,
as is most clearly seen by orienting p along the space-axis.
The angular variable corresponding to eq. (8) is given by

!f

q[a,83 = ~5 jdx (3 cos a) 8

J

(16)

2

and is restricted to a 2ir-interval. In order to arrive at
the analog of the temporal gauge description one must
introduce a new degree of freedom which allows one to remove
the singularities of I

to infinity. To this effect it is

natural to employ the formulation of ref. [8] which corresponds to introducing a third unobservable angle Y measuring
the rotations about the o-vector.

In terms of the angles

a, 3 and y the topological charge density may be written in
the form
1
Q(x) = — c

3 A

(17)

with
A
u

» -i cos o * M
2
v

5 t
v

(18)

o

By chosing . se tnat one is in the temporal gauge, the
"vector potential" (185 becomes rsaular at all finite spacetime points and the "unwound" angular variable (4) is given
by

f
Í "

qih}

= idx A,

(19)

where the path-history of q has now been transferee! to the
winding class of A x through
ft

A! (x) = 2*

dt' Q ( f , x )

(20)

The effective Lagrangean density describing the a model
in the e-sector is given by

La = ± 3 aa^aa
9

2

+ 6&

(21)

\x

and corresponds to a quantization of this model with a
quasi-periodic boundary condition (2) with respect to the
angular variable q.
At this point one may wonder whether a non-trivial
vacuum structure for this o-model is compatible with the
expected uniqueness of its S-matrix [91. To clarify this
point consider a general scattering amplitude in the
e-sector <{p'}out|{p.}in> . From eq. (21) we have that
i
3
a
(the superscript "c" stands for "connected")
d

— <{p'}out|{p.)in>
de

i

3

= i dx<{pMout|Q(x) |{p. )in>^
e

i

i

e

(22)
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where, using eq. (12!

<{p!»out;Q(0) !{p..}in>f = i''P' - P) <<p! l-outll^O) iip. )in>f

P (P*) beina the total initial (final) momentum.

,

(23'

From eq.

(23) it is clear that the r.h.s.. of (22) vanishes unless the
form-factor of I

contains a zero-mass pole.

By the same

argument one sees that zero-mass (gauge) excitations are
required in order to have a non-trivialft-dependenceT10"
of the Greens functions.

Nevertheless, the absence of

real production processes [9] which is a consequence of
the infinitely many conservation laws rilj implies that such
massless particles will not appear in the unitaritv equations
for the form-factor of I

between physical (massive) states

Hence one does not expect any zero-mass poias in the form
factors.

In this case on<3 sees that the S-matrix will be

e-independent.
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FOOTNOTE
The topological nature of
the variable

;\

/
ci«f ir.«--ri Dy eq. (3) ensures

q[.^l is path i.ncrpcr:aer;': r'or all paths that

be continuously deformed into e-nch other.

